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 This is a story of the failing Texas foster care system, told by the people who work in it and 

more importantly, the children affected by it. Foster parents Jim and Kay Mayo and their foster 

children Brian and Heaven shared their troubled pasts and hopes for the future so more people 

could understand the problems facing them. There is no easy answer but hopefully some planned 

changes in policy will shape a better system. To delve deeper into the Mayo’s family dynamic and 

hear Brian tell his story in person, I invite you to see my video about Brian, Misael and Heaven 

here: “Far From Home” http://vimeo.com/41420290. The password is: foster care. 
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Far From Home 

Brian, Misael, and Heaven  

Brian leaned against the metal frame of his bunk bed, lost in thought.   His room looks 

like any teenage boy’s—video games and books and Axe body spray litter the floor.  A 

school bag is abandoned in a corner of the room, papers spilling out.  But this room is 

Brian’s refuge, a place he can go to watch Dragon Ball Z and keep out of trouble. He tries 

to avoid testing his parents’ patience but somehow he always seems to end up being 

grounded.  This time he wants to be sure not to take any chances.  He doesn’t want to 

have to leave this home, too.   

 

 When asked why adoption is so important to him Brian says, “Cause I'm really tired of 

moving to different foster homes. Usually you have to see if the parents are good or bad,” 

he explains.  “That’s why I'm usually by myself all the time, back in my room. These 

foster parents told me it’s not good to be by myself all the time, but I've been telling them 

that I'm always afraid to get in trouble.” 

 

Brian’s situation is noteworthy-- having to adjust to four completely distinct sets of 

parents in the space of nine years is a challenge few other teenagers face. He and his 

younger brother Misael, 15, and sister Heaven, 10, had been in foster care nearly all their 

lives.  
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It would require 569 school buses filled to capacity to carry every child in the Texas’ 

foster care system to school.  There are more than 27,000 children temporarily or 

permanently under the state’s guardianship.1 Only a third of the 14,000 young people 

who left foster care in 2010 were returned to their biological families.  Approximately 

15,000 children are, like Brian and his siblings, waiting for a permanent home.2 Most 

wait for years and others never find a home at all.  

 

There is a growing recognition across the country that something must be done about the 

failing and over-burdened foster care system.  Children are falling behind at school; 

teenagers are getting pregnant before they are prepared for the responsibilities of 

parenthood. Many children stuck in the limbo of waiting for adoption count the days until 

their 18th birthdays. When they are released from the State’s care many are unprepared 

for self-supporting adulthood. Too many boys and girls are getting into troubles that lead 

to incarceration.  Others may attempt to flee their misfortunes by running away, too often 

ending up living homeless on the streets.  

 

Experts warn that society’s failure to adequately help foster children is already epidemic. 

How did failure of this magnitude become socially acceptable? These Foster children are 

no different from other children.  Unfortunately, they’re stigmatized by misfortunes 

which are not of their own making and which, according to some critics, are   

compounded by state government policy. Child advocates are hopeful that pressure 
                                                
1 Department of Family and Protective Services “Annual Report & Data Book.” 2010. 50. 
2 Department of Family and Protective Services “Annual Report & Data Book.” 2010. 60. 
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brought to bear by an ongoing lawsuit challenging Texas’ foster care policies will push 

the planned re-design of child protective services already underway to thoroughly address 

systemic pitfalls. They argue that change is overdue if the state is to make good on its 

promise to ensure brighter futures for foster youth in the lone star state. 

 

Although he was only 5 at the time, Brian remembers the night that he and his siblings 

were separated from their mother.   He recalls his aunt entering their house late one night, 

screaming at his mother.  While he forgets details of the argument, he remembers 

emotional chaos, mirrored by the disorder of belongings strewn about a messy home. 

“We were fixing to move,” Brian explains. His next recollection is hearing his aunt on 

the phone with the police.  The only other details he reveals are the kinds of safe images 

that a terrified little boy might not block from his memory:  “The police came and took 

us. The cops were pretty nice though… let us press the buttons and stuff in the car,” he 

recalled, smiling. 

 

Other memories, like not being able to see his mother on his 6th birthday, aren’t so 

comforting. On that same birthday in 2001 the three siblings were placed in their first 

temporary foster home while the court and Child Protective Services (CPS) decided their 

fate.  More than ten years later, their waiting continues.   

 

Brian’s last set of foster parents—the couple before his current placement--had seemed 

especially promising to him.  For the first time he had parents who encouraged him to 
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play sports. “I made 8th grade A-team track, basketball and football--as a 7th grader!” he 

says triumphantly.  His foster parents showed their pride by posing Brian for photos and 

cheering loudly at his games, the way any normal parents might.  Brian feigns 

embarrassment about this attention but his pleasure is obvious.  He fails to suppress a 

smile when boasting, “They even came to out-of-state games.” Brian had never had 

anyone take interest and pleasure in his achievements before and he thrived with parental 

fans.  . It was like night and day compared with his previous failed foster placements—in 

the first he was disciplined with physical punishment and verbal rebukes and the second 

set of foster parents requested that CPS remove Brian and his siblings to a new home.  

Now, for the first time, Brian was finally fitting in.  

 

But as can happen in the complex dynamics among siblings, as Brian thrived, his younger 

brother Misael’s conduct grew problematic. Misael, 12 at the time, was prone to angry 

outbursts that led to breaking valuables and stealing from the foster parents.   Brian feels 

a mix of responsibility and frustration about the precarious situation he and his siblings 

face in every foster home.  He worries about his younger brother’s “acting out” because 

he doesn’t want it to lead to their separation.   At age 7, the last time he saw his biological 

mother, he promised her that he would try to keep the family “whole. “   

 

Brian feels the weight of that promise. In a local news segment for Austin station YNN’s 

“Forever Families,” filmed last summer before CPS split the children up, Misael smiles at 
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the news anchor off-camera and says of his older brother, “He hasn’t smiled since we’ve 

been in foster care.” Brian still doesn’t smile much. 

 

 Although he has not seen his mother since he made that promise 10 years ago, Brian 

feels he has failed to keep his word.  Outwardly he expresses little emotion when he 

speaks about his younger brother’s behavior.  But he recognizes that Misael’s conduct 

severed him from the foster parents who were so proud of him and has guaranteed that 

from now on there is no possibility of the three siblings sharing a permanent placement 

together. 

 

Remembering his previous placement, Brian says, “The foster parents wanted to keep me 

cause I was doing good. They wanted to keep me and Heaven. But they were saying that 

if they had a choice that they would send my brother to an RTC [Residential Treatment 

Center] or something to get help and keep us. But that didn't work because the 

caseworker said they had to keep all three of us together. “ 

 

Brian looks down and plays with his hands. When he looks up again, there is confusion 

and sadness on his face. “That was the hardest goodbye we ever had to say. We were 

actually part of the family. And they really loved us, until they just said that they couldn’t 

take care of us anymore because of my brother stealing and stuff. They apologized to us, 

saying, ‘We're sorry, we wanted to keep you.’ They wanted to keep us but they just didn't 

want the stuff broken and stolen or something.” He shrugs and looks down again.  
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Two years have passed since then. Ironically, the solution of separation that their 

previous caseworker found unacceptable is currently their reality. Today Brian and 

Heaven live in Austin with their latest set of foster parents, Jim and Kay Mayo, and four 

of the Mayo’s nine foster adoptees. Misael is living in a residential treatment center 

(RTC) apart from his siblings.  

 

“We really want to adopt her and Brian,” Kay says after excusing Heaven from the dinner 

table one evening. “Misael . . . “ She paused, running the edge of the plastic tablecloth 

through her hands before continuing: “I don’t think he’ll be adoptable--especially with 

Heaven.”  

 

Behavior issues among siblings can keep children apart. Serious problems that 

can include sexual acting out may cause separation of brothers and sisters for the 

children’s own safety. The Mayos say they want to adopt the oldest and youngest of the 

trio but have put Brian and Heaven’s adoption on hold until Heaven’s recent flare up of 

temper tantrums quiets down.   

 

 “With the abuse and neglect and trauma, these kids are reacting normally to what they’ve 

been through,” says CPS caseworker Jillian Bonacquisti in her drab north Austin office. 

The stacks of papers surrounding her and required by the Department of Family and 
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Protective Services (often referred to as simply “The Department”), document the cases 

of many children who leave potentially permanent homes because of behavior problems.  

 

Bonacquisti uses euphemistic social work lingo, like “disruptions,” to refer to a child’s 

rejection by foster parents.  “We tell parents that the kids are going to act this way when 

we place them,” Bonacquisti says. “But even knowing that, parents have a hard time with 

their behaviors and they just really seem to give up.” 
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A Brief History of Foster Care Policies 

Foster care has become the dumping ground for children bearing the fallout of countless 

other societal problems. When the nation faces economic woes other stressors amplify, 

straining the already overburdened social safety nets.  Many families fall through this 

fraying net and fall apart.  Poverty and social neglect impact rates of crime and 

incarceration. Alcohol and drug addiction too often lead to abuse. When bad things 

happen to parents, their children cannot escape unscathed. It is both ironic and tragic, if 

unsurprising, that most of the parents of children now in foster care were, at one time, in 

foster care themselves.  

 

In the late 19th century most available care for children without adequate parents was 

through religious societies and orphanages.  When studies by aid societies found that 

children would be more successful on every level in a home rather than in a larger 

institution, ideas about what was best for children in substitute care began to change. In 

1909, the first White House Conference on the Care of Dependent Children called for 

placing children in a private home with foster families, calling a family home the 

“highest and finest product of civilization.”  
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Though the push for moving children out of group institutions and into foster homes 

began in the 1910s, it wasn’t until the 1950s that children in homes finally outnumbered 

children in orphanages. The Social Security Act of 1935 created Aid to Dependent 

Children, later changed to Aid to Families with Dependent Children. In the 1960s federal 

funding for children in foster care was expanded under this program and placements in 

foster homes increased. The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act (CAPTA) of 

1974 finally required states to set systems in place for reporting and investigating child 

abuse, or face loss of federal funding. Despite these federal penalties, disinterest in child 

welfare law continues to this day and may be reflective of society’s attitude toward social 

programs in general. 

 

Attorney Kristi Taylor first became aware of the broad lack of interest in social services 

in the 1990s when she became a Court Appointed Special Advocate (CASA) volunteer in 

Dallas.  

 

“It was pretty bleak,” she says. “It’s a low-paid job and I think it reflects our view of 

children in society. We had animal rights before we had child protection laws. Since it’s 

more social work oriented I think a lot of lawyers don’t feel like it’s lawyerly. These 

cases were seen as you cutting your teeth.”  

 

CASAs are trained volunteers who spend time with foster children and can testify on 

their behalf in court. Taylor found that the children for whom she volunteered had 
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attorneys who wouldn’t return phone calls or answer questions. Some had never even met 

the kids they were supposed to represent.   

 

With the arrival of a formal system of reporting and investigating abuse, .the number of 

children removed from their homes rose throughout the 1970s.  Legislators, alarmed at 

the trends and concerned by data that suggested children were staying in foster care too 

long without being adopted, passed a new act with tighter requirements in 1980. The 

Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act established the first federal guidelines for 

designing plans to find children permanent homes and involved the judicial system for 

the first time by mandating that the courts check up periodically on how child welfare 

cases were progressing.  

 

After this new legislation went into effect, the early 1980s saw a brief dip in the number 

of children placed in foster care. But from the mid-1980s until 1995, the number of 

children in the foster care system nation-wide increased by nearly 75%- from 280,000 to 

over 500,000.3 The increase was attributed to a number of factors, primarily the crack 

cocaine epidemic, AIDs and higher rates of incarceration for women.  

 

This rise in the number of children needing assistance pushed more changes in child 

welfare policy.  The legislation from the 1970s and the Child Welfare Act of 1980 

mandated children’s safety and rights. Today, with even more children removed from 
                                                
3 Kasia O’Neill Murray and Sarah Gesiriech. “A Brief Legislative History of the Child Welfare System.” 
2004. 4.  
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their parental custody, the focus for legislators has turned back to the idea of keeping 

families together and finding help for the parents.  

 

In 1993, Congress provided money for community programming aimed at keeping 

families together and preventing child abuse.  More laws were passed every few years, 

each new one designed to improve foster care in one way or another. Depending on 

political imperatives for increased social welfare spending or tax cuts, the policy focus 

oscillated –stressing either the rights of the parents and keeping the families intact, or 

absolute protection of the children’s’ safety even if it meant transferring custody from the 

family to the State.  

 

With the most recent legislation, the Fostering Connections to Success and Increasing 

Adoptions Act of 2008, the trend has been to keep the children with their families.  Under 

this federal law states must make “every reasonable effort” to reunite children with their 

biological families. Now the courts are required to check that CPS has made every 

possible family connection before the child is placed with non-relatives, something 

referred to as “family mining.” The lawyers and judges are also pushing for changes in 

the judicial process that make families feel more welcomed and comfortable about being 

involved in a court proceeding. 

 

Attorneys like Kristi Taylor see the impact of these family preservation efforts. Taylor’s 

downtown Austin office is covered in crayon drawings of the Capitol building and stick 
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figures with smiley faces, drawn by her own children and children she has served in 

court.  “It’s a pendulum,” Taylor says. “I’ve seen in the last decade a much greater family 

focus and maybe the decade before you have had a child protection focus. There’s a 

tension.”  In her work as a CASA volunteer and later as founder of the Children’s 

Commission, a judicial commission for the Texas Supreme Court, she knows the 

implications of foster care for most children.  

 

“When you’re been in child protection mode for a long time you end up with lots of kids 

in foster care and then you start to see the results for those kids,” she explains. 

“Homelessness, mental illness and incarceration- it’s not a good trajectory for them.” 

The more time children must spend in foster care, the worse the trauma is for them.  

 

A relatively new mechanism to ensure that a 12-month deadline for court decisions in 

child welfare cases be kept was designed to quicken the pace of response in hopes of a 

better outcome for children. The 12-month deadline is intended to prevent children from 

“languishing in foster care,” a phrase repeated often by professionals working within the 

system.  Once Child Protective Services launches an investigation into the abuse or 

neglect of a child the entire system has one year to decide what will happen for that 

family. Letting the case drag on longer than that adds to the time a child spends in 

uncertainty, waiting in limbo to see if he/she can return to his/her parents.    
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 But Taylor sees some shortcomings with this imposition of the 12-month deadline.  She 

believes that a child’s best interest may be more complex than some think.  She argues 

that the entire family and whole judicial community--the judge, attorneys and CASA 

volunteers-- need to be involved to ensure the best possible outcomes. “Looking at solely 

the best interest of the kid, you end up with things like the 12-month deadline, which 

could be called controversial,” Taylor says. “What is best for the kids is often to help 

their parents, we’re finding out.” 
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How Children Arrive in Foster Care 

Parents accused of abuse or neglect must appear in front of a judge. It is the responsibility 

of CPS to decide if the case should be tried as criminal child abuse.  In such cases the 

parental rights are terminated along with their legal custody of their children.  Lawyers 

who represent the children- attorneys ad litem- advocate along with the CPS caseworker 

for what they believe is in the best interest of the child. Judges may order parents to 

attend a variety of therapies, treatments and classes. These orders must be completed if 

the parents are to convince the court that their children can safely be returned to them. 

There are several intermittent court dates to assess progress but the final decision about 

parental custody is usually made within a year. 

 

Law students involved with the Children’s Rights Clinic (CRC) at the University of 

Texas in Austin serve as attorneys ad litem for many children in Travis County. The CRC 

advocated in favor of the 12-month deadline.  Advisor and attorney Lori Duke thinks it’s 

serving its purpose. “I do think it’s helped. The counter-argument to the one-year 

deadline is that parents don’t have time to change their very long-engrained habits and 

bad living in time to get their children home,” Duke says. “And that’s fair. We do have a 

six-month extension.” 
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Under the deadline parents who are in abusive relationships or have anger management 

problems have a year or 18-months to comply with advise to get therapy. If drug or 

alcohol abuse is an issue, treatment is ordered. There are parenting classes or parenting 

coaches, depending upon the situation. All of these options must be completed on the 

court’s terms and within deadlines.  This is sometimes a difficult feat for parents with low 

income, little education, no transportation, or language barriers.  If everything goes 

according to the plan set in court, children will be returned to their biological families 

when the case closes. However, at least 30% of children put in the state’s care had their 

parental rights terminated in 2010.4 

 

After their first year in foster care, Brian and his siblings learned that they would remain 

permanently separated from their biological family. The law forbids them from seeing 

their mother or their aunt again until they are adults.  Brian last saw his mom nine years 

ago, when he was 7. He’s not sure if the department of CPS has even tried to contact his 

father, who had not been around since his parents divorced when he was 4.  

 

When parental rights are restricted or terminated by courts, parents lose or have very 

limited contact with their children.  The state becomes the permanent guardian. When 

returning home isn’t possible, the role of the child’s guardian- now the state government- 

is to offer the stability and the mentorship a parent normally provides.  In Texas this is 

                                                
4 Department of Family and Protective Services “Annual Report & Data Book.” 2010.  53. 
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called Permanent Managing Conservatorship (PMC) and as of 2010, over 8,000 children-

-including Brian, Heaven and their brother-were waiting in limbo for an adoptive family.5 

Once family reunification is no longer an option the next best option is to for the child to 

be adopted.  It is the caseworker’s job to find a permanent adoptive home.  

Finding a New Home (or Homes) 

Brian was nervous about having to try out a new home the first time, and 3 homes later, 

remains unsure. “When I first came into foster care, I was pretty afraid cause I didn’t 

know what was going on,” he recalled.   “I thought any kind of parents wouldn’t like me 

or my family very much.” 

 

Each child or group of siblings (like Brian’s) placed in PMC is assigned to a caseworker, 

a Department of Family and Protective Services (DFPS) employee. The caseworker is 

required to do more than check in monthly on every child and parent in their charge.   He 

or she (and it is usually she, as an overwhelming majority of social workers with DFPS 

are women) also searches family records to determine if there another relative the child 

could live with instead of being placed in a group home.  They must investigate 

compliance and impact.  Are the parents completing the required parenting classes? The 

caseworker checks the class rosters.  Is the child safe and happy in their current foster 

care placement? It’s the job of the caseworker to visit frequently enough to find out.  

 

                                                
5 Department of Family and Protective Services “Annual Report & Data Book.” 2010. 53.  
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For a child in this position, it’s difficult to know who his/her advocates are.  Given the 

number of times Brian and his siblings needed to be moved, they went through several 

different caseworkers.  Sometimes cases transfer from one caseworker to another when 

the children move within geographic regions in Texas and must be reassigned.  

 

“When they [the caseworkers] switch a lot it's a pretty hard time to even get in touch with 

them,” Brian says. “Usually we don't know who we have next until they come and visit 

and they tell us they're going to be our new CASA or caseworker.”  Brian says his most 

recent caseworker- a more specialized CPS worker who deals with adoption preparation- 

gave him her cell phone number to call if he needs anything. He has it programmed in his 

phone but says that he doesn’t use it.  When asked why he doesn’t call her he replies:  

“Because I'm really doing good. But she’s one of the caseworkers who actually tells us 

things.” Settled in his current foster home for the past two and half years and looking at 

the prospect of adoption, he hopes that soon he won’t need her cell phone number at all.  

 

Because the job is time consuming and emotionally demanding the recommended child to 

caseworker ratio should be about 17 to one, according to standards set by the Child 

Welfare League of America.  However some caseworkers in Texas report having up to 40 

children in their care at any given time.  The officially planned caseload for the DFPS 

2012-2013 budget is more than 26 children per worker. Even if enforced that means 26 

children and potentially 62 parents are the responsibility of each caseworker--, a person 

who works 70 hours a week, is always on call and is rewarded with the wages of a state 
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employee. At $34,000 a year—the median income for a DFPS employee—many simply 

can’t afford to stay.  Less than $10 an hour for a stressful job that requires at least a 

bachelor’s degree, if not a master’s is a recipe for burnout.  It is unsurprising then, that 

the job abandonment rate for caseworkers is remarkably high.  In the past six years, 

turnover has increased in 8 of the 11 CPS regions in Texas, resulting in as many as 30% 

of caseworkers leaving their jobs within a year. 6 

 

Regardless of the reasons, the turnover rate and burdensome caseloads create problems 

for the entire system. Overworked and busy caseworkers are short on the focused time 

needed to recruit a new permanent family for children in PMC. If a child has one or 

several of the classic barriers to adoption, classifying them as “difficult to place,” it may 

not seem worth the time and effort required to locate an adoptive home. If there are 

children on the caseworker’s list who might be easier candidates for adoption these get 

the caseworker’s attention and are placed first and more quickly.  Hard-to-adopt children 

become hard-to-adopt teens, who become adults while still in foster care. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
6 Department of Family and Protective Services “Annual Report & Data Book.” 2010. 31. 
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Leaving the System 

Although Texas sits just below the national average in percentage of children who leave 

care without a permanent home, the number of kids who “age out” has increased every 

year since 1999.  Over 1,500 children turned 18 and left the system on their own in 

2010.7 According to DFPS’ data, children who age out generally enter the system at a 

young age, move about nine times spending at least five years in care.8  Brian has been in 

four foster homes as well as five additional, temporary, respite homes during his 10-plus 

years in PMC. 

 

Aging out of the system is both a result and cause of major problems. The children in 

foster care become the “collateral damage” of social ills that plague society’s adults: 

alcohol and drug abuse, domestic violence, poverty, crime and incarceration.  Removing 

a child from harm in their home often results in trauma so deep that their futures are 

severely jeopardized.  Children who leave CPS care without ever having a stable mentor 

may never learn the practical and interpersonal skills that they’ll need in order to succeed 

as adults in society.   

 
                                                
7 Department of Family and Protective Services “Annual Report & Data Book.” 2010. 61. 
8 Department of Family and Protective Services “Annual Report & Data Book.” 2010. 60 
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The Preparation for Adult Living (PAL) program is supposed to ready teenagers who are 

approaching their deadlines for leaving care --usually at 18, although the deadline may be 

extended to 21 in special circumstances-- to live responsibly and independently as adults.  

The PAL program usually initiates when a child is between 14 and 16-- the time when 

both their caseworker and un-adopted children become resigned to the fact that adoption 

is unlikely.  In 2010, about 13% of children eligible for PAL- 996 teens across the state-- 

did not go through the program. 9 

 

In her work with children in foster care, Dr. Monica Faulkner has often seen the system 

fail them.  She recounts the case of teen mom, just two weeks shy of her 18th birthday that 

hadn’t begun her PAL curriculum with her caseworker. “Her caseworker- just 

overworked-dropped the ball. She forgot this kid’s birthday was in two weeks. I called 

her and said, ‘Aren’t you guys supposed to come and do some planning with her?’” The 

young woman had baby of her own to care for and no life skills.  “It’s just so 

complicated,” Faulkner says. “This child had no driver’s license, no bank account, no 

high school diploma, no GED. Where the heck was she supposed to go?” 

 

Stories like this one are typical of children who “graduate” from the foster care system 

without the ability to live on their own.   In a sibling unit, teens like Brian who have since 

childhood felt responsible for younger brothers and sisters may have better care and 

coping skills than teens who have been alone and then suddenly find themselves teen 

                                                
9 Department of Family and Protective Services “Annual Report & Data Book.” 2010. 70. 
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parents.  But the difficult truth in all cases is that without someone who has time to 

devote to teaching teenagers life skills-- like washing clothes and paying bills, or 

managing a budget and balancing a checkbook, these things go unlearned. “We have to 

have a system in place to get kids those things,” says Dr. Faulkner. “What do we expect 

them to do? These are things that most kids’ moms and dads take them to do.” They are 

life lessons that are less likely to be overlooked if children are adopted. 
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No Permanency Means More Problems 

Most advocates for children who must be separated from parents see adoption as the best 

chance for kids. Attorney Lori Duke bemoans the reality she sees in her ad litem work--, 

hundreds of children leaving the system every year so far behind their peers that their 

chances of success are small.  “The system is very broken,” she says. “I think the system 

expects the children to grow up, be mature, move on and they don’t. The system doesn’t 

do a very good job of addressing what’s really going on,”  

 

Two or more moves a school year can place a child seriously behind. Five years of 

frequent uprooting creates unquestionable educational deficits including diminished 

quality of learning from emotional instability and trauma, as well as social challenges. 

Yet there remains a lack of credible data about how foster children who face those issues 

fare in schools. “A lot of states have been looking at how to improve the educational 

outcomes of foster youth, “ says Dr. Faulkner. “We don’t even know how many foster 

kids are in what school district, whether or not they’re passing or failing. We don’t know 

any of that.” 
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Brian was upset in one of his earlier foster homes when he was punished for failing 

grades. Before he was at the home where he was allowed to play sports, a previous foster 

mother would shame him in front of the other kids.  “When I was failing I couldn’t do 

nothing except sit at the table until I bring up my grades,” he says. “I was having all these 

problems with reading and dyslexic, but they didn’t know that. So it’d been going very 

bad in school. I got so mad and I just took out my anger.” Since moving to more 

supportive homes, the Mayos’ and the one before theirs, Brian’s grades improved- he’s 

not failing any classes now- but he has had to stop playing sports to concentrate on 

school, giving up something that brought him some joy. Even though his school 

performance is improving, Brian is, at 16, still a freshman in high school.  

 

Dr. Faulkner has seen cases like Brian’s. “They switch schools a lot. They’re not able to 

really be involved in activities. Sometimes they’ll have a special education requirement 

and a lot of times that doesn’t follow the kid,” she says. “So teachers don’t know how to 

work with the kid or what disabilities they’ve been diagnosed with.”  

 

Although a child’s learning disabilities are documented at each school, because there is 

not a database that follows a child when he or she has to change schools, children start 

from square one each time.  Dr. Faulkner sees collaboration between two existing 

government agencies as the best solution. “In order to get that information the 

caseworker, as the legal guardian, could walk into the school and say, ‘I want the 

information for Child X,’ but to have every caseworker do that . . . it would never 
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happen. And it wouldn’t necessarily be their job because we have two state agencies-

TEA (Texas Education Agency) and DFPS- that could just share information between 

them. But right now we have no idea.”  

 

The information would probably be disappointing, which could be one reason the 

government is reluctant to collect and analyze it.  A study of children in the Midwest 

found that a quarter of children who age out don’t have a diploma or a GED.10  Because 

students fail and repeat grade levels, many times, when a child in foster care turns 18 

many are still in high school. After years of having their lives dictated by someone else, 

when their 18th birthdays come around they often choose to leave school voluntarily.  

 

One 17-year-old foster child, who asked that her name not be used, says, “If I turn 18 and 

haven’t graduated, I’m definitely dropping out. I’m too embarrassed to be that old in high 

school.” The girl‘s biological father frequently withdrew her from school for months at a 

time to hide the physical signs of abuse, causing her to be held back two grade levels 

before she entered foster care.   Even though she resumed her education, her continued 

movement from one placement to another has exacerbated difficulties. As a sophomore, 

with two years left to graduate, she feels discouraged. “It’s too embarrassing,” she says 

about finishing school.   “It’s not worth it.” 

 

                                                
10 Marci McCoy-Roth, Madelyn Freundlich, and Timothy Ross. “Fostering Connections Resource Center: 
Analysis No.1.” January 31, 2010. 2. 
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Adults without skills or education face desperate situations. Housing opportunities are 

limited without income and work is scarce when job skills aren’t on par with other 

applicants. Without employment prospects many children who turn 18 in a foster home 

eventually up with no home at all. “People get mad when they see homeless kids hanging 

out, but there’s a huge correlation between homelessness and foster youth,” says Dr. 

Faulkner.  

 

It’s estimated that 30% of homeless adults were in foster care when they were children. 11 

More than half of children who aged out of care, experience homelessness at least once.12 

Housing isn’t the only concern. Almost half of young women in foster care become 

pregnant at least once by age 19. And 1 in every 3 young men is incarcerated within a 

year of legally becoming an adult. 13 

 

Children like Brian who have been in the foster care system for much longer than the 12-

month deadline often have a difficult time socially, hurting their chances of being 

adopted.  Brian feels conflicted.  He is protective of his brother and sister at school and 

wants to defend them when other kids tease them but he also doesn’t want to get in 

trouble. “I'm really protective of my real brother and sister,” Brian says. “I know I’m not 

supposed to do anything but when someone makes fun of my brother or threatens to beat 

him up or something but I kind of have to be involved because I really don’t like people 

                                                
11 Kronkosky Report, Charitable Foundation. “Residential Foster Care Research Brief.” August 2011. 4 
12 Marci McCoy-Roth, Madelyn Freundlich, and Timothy Ross. “Fostering Connections Resource Center: 
Analysis No.1.” January 31, 2010. 2. 
13 Kronkosky Report, Charitable Foundation. “Residential Foster Care Research Brief.” August 2011. 4 
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making fun of my family.” But defending his brother is what has gotten Brian into 

trouble over the years.  Even though his brother is no longer living with him, he still feels 

he needs to suppress feelings and stick to himself in order to be adopted by his current 

foster family.  

Barriers to Adoption 

Age is something that young people like Brian have working against them.  There’s a 

stigma against older children, especially children that seem to come with the heavy 

baggage of emotional trauma, and physical or sexual abuse. The number of adoptions for 

children in foster care has increased for the past several years, but only 447 children who 

were adopted in 2010 were older than 13, though they make up nearly a quarter of the 

total foster care population.14 

 

There is also a disproportionately high number of minorities in foster care, a situation 

some experts feel is reflected in the high number of minorities affected by poverty in the 

United States.  Families in poverty are also highly represented in foster care. African-

American children make up about 12% of the entire child population in Texas but are 

about 28% of the removals.15 Only in about a third of the adoptions in 2010 were the 

adoptive parents a different race or ethnicity than the children they were adopting.16 

Many times the caseworkers will defer to the wants of the child, who, after years of the 

                                                
14 Department of Family and Protective Services “Annual Report & Data Book.” 2010. 57. 
15 Department of Family and Protective Services “Annual Report & Data Book.” 2010. 41. 
16 Department of Family and Protective Services “Annual Report & Data Book.” 2010. 59. 
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stigma of being in foster care, may prefer to avoid more attention and be with a family 

who looks the same as they do. 

 

Child welfare groups have made allegations that the Department doesn’t exhaust their 

resources when it comes to finding permanent solutions for their harder-to-place charges, 

especially teenagers, and the numbers would seem to corroborate that.  In 2010 children 

aged 1 through 5 were the largest group placed: 2,600 adoptions, 6 times the number of 

teens adopted that same year.17 “There are just people within the agency who feel that 

when kids get to a certain age that they’re ‘unadoptable,’” says Jillian Bonacquisti, an 

adoption caseworker with CPS.  “It’s just pushing through that mental barrier that some 

people have. It’s a matter of training and educating parents that there are a lot of older 

kids who need to be adopted. It’s not just 2 or 3-year-olds.” 

 

Lisa Reed, a project director for Austin non-profit The Adoption Coalition, is working to 

help change the outlook for older kids needing homes.  

 

“Even the state qualifies a child over the age of 6, technically, as ‘hard-to-place’ or ‘hard-

to-adopt,’” says Reed. “If you’re part of a sibling group, a minority or have any special 

needs whether they’re physical or behavioral, that also makes it a little more difficult. 

Your younger children are always in demand and don’t really need our assistance.”  Reed 

                                                
17 Department of Family and Protective Services “Annual Report & Data Book.” 2010. 57. 
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acknowledges that the chances are slim for an adoption to take place for an older child in 

the current, overworked CPS system. 

 

When the Adoption Coalition first began its work in Austin, Reed says it was difficult to 

break into working with CPS.  “I think some people maybe were a little defensive even, 

wondering if we’re thinking we could do the job better than them,” she says. “Their 

caseloads are too big for them to do adequate recruitment for their kids. And they see 

they can utilize a lot of the tools that we’re offering.”  

 

The tools that they’re offering are professional portraits and a spot on Austin’s news 

station YNN’s “Forever Families” segment that airs once a week. The portraits are used 

on the Adoption Coalition’s website and CPS’s website and also travel as the “Heart 

Gallery” collection, featuring children available for adoption at churches and local 

businesses. The Adoption Coalition also provides resources to parents to help equip them 

for the challenges of adopting from foster care. 

 

Children filmed for Forever Families are shown playing basketball with the news anchor 

or playing in the park. They talk about their hobbies and favorite foods in the hopes that a 

potential adoptive family will see them and take interest.  After the segments air Reed 

usually fields a rush of inquiries about the kids featured. She sees the role of their non-

profit as essential to finding placements for older kids, especially presenting the idea of 

adopting an older child to someone who has never considered it before.  
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“I think we’re needed as a stop gap to help, to be able to do the things [the Department] 

would if they had the time and money but they don’t. Having a dedicated staff just to help 

recruit adoptive families is essential,” she says.  Working closely with so many busy 

caseworkers, Reed expressed incredulity at the amount of work required of CPS. 

 

“If your responsibility is 30 or 40 kids that you have to visit monthly, write reports on, 

and you’re also supposed to recruit families for them? That’s a pretty big order. And 

that’s where we help. Let them keep doing the day-to-day and let someone else do the 

recruitment for them.” 

 

 “Typically they would reach a certain age-approaching 16- and the Department would 

say,’ OK, we’re just going to move them into Preparation for Adult Living.’ Recruitment 

wasn’t really going on for these kids,” says Reed.  

 

Reed wants the children to see how hard they are working to recruit for them and to 

realize that they are worth the time and effort. “I think they often feel like people have 

given up on them. If there’s no visible recruitment going on for them that they’re aware 

of, how do they know anybody’s even trying? Happier kids are more adoptable.”  Reed 

says the work the Adoption Coalition does hasn’t only affected the confidence of the 

older kids stuck in care, but also changed the mindset of some busy caseworkers.  
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“I think there’s been a shift in recruiting for the older kids, making the effort and thinking 

it’s possible for people to respond,” she says. It makes a difference for caseworkers as 

well. “That’s opened their eyes to the reality: ‘Yeah, I shouldn’t just put them over there 

on the track for aging out and not help them look for family options anymore.’”  

 

She says one of her older cases gives her goose bumps even now to think about how 

quickly it worked. Through their work she’s had children placed in adoptive homes 

before their public profiles have even appeared on the state’s Texas Adoption Resource 

Exchange (TARE) website. The child only had to wait a few months to have a new home. 

“It’s not to be critical of the state but that’s just the reality,” says Reed. “It just goes to 

show that you can do it quicker, you just have to have the tools in place and everybody 

working the way they should.” 

 

Even with the extra help, it is difficult to find viable placements for multiple children.  

Brian, Misael and Heaven have been filmed for Forever Families three times now and 

have yet to be officially adopted. Brian and his sister were slightly easier to place than his 

other brother, who is currently getting treatment for his behavioral issues.  It’s common 

for older children to have been traumatized by being victim or witness to abuse. They 

may bear burdens that younger children may have been fortunate enough to escape or to 

young to remember.  
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CPS employees often have to evaluate whether or not it is better to wait for a sibling to 

finish behavioral treatment before placing other children in willing homes. It becomes a 

decision between keeping the children together or risk exposing the rest of the children to 

more traumas while they wait.  Brian alleges that the mother in his first foster home hit 

him and Heaven.  “As professionals in the child care system, we are trying to figure out 

and balancing the reality that some of our younger clients may be very adoptable and 

some of the older siblings might not be,” says Lori Duke.  
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Changes on the Horizon 

A common conclusion in conversations with childcare professionals today is that the 

system is failing.  Though there are many weak spots in the net that is supposed to catch 

children when they are threatened, there are disagreements on which to fix first, or how.  

 

For many states, a huge catalyst in the drive to fix foster care began with a class action 

suit by the child welfare advocacy group Children’s Rights.  The group has fought cases 

in Washington, D.C. and 17 states, four of which are still open and pending. That 

includes the suit, M.D. vs. Perry, filed in March of 2010 against the Texas state 

government under Governor Rick Perry.  The most recent case to close was settled on 

March 5th of this year in Oklahoma, which Children’s Rights lauded as a victory for the 

children in the system there.   

 

Though Texas is not the only state to be sued for their treatment of foster children, 

according to Dr. Faulkner, they’re the only state to fight it. “Other states have basically 

said,’ We know we’re going to get sued and we’re going to try and work with you to 

rectify it.’ But I don’t know if the cases they picked-primarily older kids- if they really 
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represent all the kids in foster care,” she said. “That’s what the state is arguing, that you 

can’t file a class-action lawsuit where the class you’re defining isn’t a good 

representation. ” 

 

The suit is on behalf of nine children against the Texas state government by advocacy 

and watchdog group Children’s Rights. They claim that not only is the state government 

system failing and causing harm to children, but also that the government knew their 

system was faulty and didn’t move to make sufficient changes.  

 

The first complainant, M.D., is a 14-year-old girl who has been in foster care in Texas for 

4 years. They claim that psychotropic medications were used in substitution for quality 

care in some placements. The suit also alleges that although she has been available for 

adoption for years, DFPS failed “ to identify or plan for an appropriate permanent 

placement,” a common complaint listed among the defendants. 

 

The lawsuits claims the other eight children, listed by their initials, have all been victims 

of systemic problems within the Department, problems the state was aware of and didn’t 

correct.  Children’s Rights attorneys didn’t wish to go on the record because of ongoing 

litigation but the usual outcome for their settlements in other states is policy change, not 

money. Experts from the advocacy group sit down with leaders in the child welfare 

system and explore possible changes to state foster care laws and procedures that would 

make the system more efficient and effective for children.  Texas claims that because the 
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government was already planning a redesign of the foster care system, the lawsuit is just 

slowing everyone down.  

 

Texas signed the new DFPS plan into legislation in June 2011, so a redesign was already 

in the works when the suit was filed last fall. Dr. Faulkner works for the Child and 

Family Research Institute at the University of Texas School of Social Work, consistently 

ranked one of the top social work schools in the country.  The Institute has the job of 

evaluating the redesign in order to locate any flaws.  There are some big changes 

planned, though Children’s Rights advocates claim they are not big enough.  

 

The redesign changes the way the state contracts with care providers for children.  

Currently the state maintains over 300 contracts with private and public homes and 

treatment centers. These placements care for children who need special attention and 

therapy or until the child can be placed with their family or a foster family. In the 

redesign, the state will have one contract with a service provider who will mediate for the 

children. None of these placements are intended to be permanent.  

 

Each agency that has contracted with the government will not be able to refuse to take a 

child the way they now can.  Currently, if a child has a history of running away or arson, 

most agencies will refuse to take them and placing them becomes tricky.  The placements 

with more specialized care may be far from a child’s home, severing ties with any family 
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members or friends that CPS determines to be safe to visit the child. The new contracts 

must guarantee that a child be placed within 50 miles of their original home.  

 

Another major change would be the way money is doled out to contracted agencies.  Now 

a home or treatment facility is paid per day per child in their care. As Dr. Faulkner puts it, 

“they have an incentive to keep the beds filled. Not to be malicious about it,” she says. 

“But they need to keep their staff there. They’re hoping that this will take away the 

incentive for beds to be filled.” 

 

In the redesign the money would follow a different logic.  The home would be paid for 

six months of therapy for a child. If the home is able to successfully reunite them with 

family or have them placed outside the facility in less than six months, the remainder of 

the money is kept as profit.  The idea behind this change is for children to move more 

efficiently through their treatments and for the agencies themselves to push harder for 

placements outside their facilities.  Dr. Faulkner admits that one of the worries with this 

new model is that facilities have an opposite profit motive- not to fill beds but to rush the 

children out the door.  

 

A more clear benefit of the redesign is that the contracted agency would provide a 

continuum of care, so as the child moves through the steps--emergency shelter to 

residential treatment center to foster home-- there would be more communication about 

the child and less information loss. “Usually when a kid moves now, every agency starts 
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from scratch trying to figure out who this kid is, how to deal with their behaviors and the 

poor kid just kind of has to wait and see what people are going to decide,” says Dr. 

Faulkner. Now, theoretically, treatment could progress more smoothly because there 

wouldn’t be as many steps backward every time a child moves to a new placement.  

 

Though approaching reform from different starting points the redesign effort and the 

lawsuit both express the view want big change for the system.  Though the courts ruled 

on March 23rd of this year that the Children’s Rights plaintiffs are not widely 

representative of all the children in foster care in Texas, the fact that Children’s Rights 

could find even nine children with such troubling evidence of neglect speaks volumes 

about the problems in the way the state is dealing with children in their charge.  

 

News of the lawsuit didn’t stir much interest in Texas media. Most of the major 

newspapers simply repurposed press releases from Children’s Rights, without any 

investigative or reporting efforts of their own. But many experts say that unless people 

are able to feel an emotional or community attachment to these cases, they won’t be 

involved. And until the numbers of news stories also reach a tipping point it is also easy 

to disregard the magnitude of the systemic problems seeing instead a handful of 

unfortunate exceptions.  “People don’t realize how bad it is for these kids,” says 

Faulkner. “People don’t really want to think about it. Because it’s bad. When you have 

the twenty different placements and twenty different schools that some of out kids have, 

that’s bad. That’s a failure.” 
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After spending eight years living with people who weren’t his family, foster care alumnus 

Matthew Vetter is also ready to see some changes in the system. Vetter, now 22, “aged 

out” of foster care, turning 18 before he found a permanent guardian. He thought he was 

ready to live on his own but ended up at a shelter for homeless youth while he saved for 

an apartment. 

 

“I thought I had a place to go but that fell through,” says Vetter. He found his PAL 

curriculum was lacking. “No matter how hard Child Protective Services tries to keep you 

from falling in the streets, there’s not a lot of help to actually find you a place.”  

  

Luckily, Vetter escaped the more severe outcomes of the foster care system. His work as 

president of Texas Foster Youth, an advocacy group for foster care rights, has taught him 

as much about the system as his eight years in foster placements. Vetter did not choose to 

extend his CPS care beyond his 18th birthday but believes it can make a difference for 

some kids. “It really does help people to extend, especially those with additional needs,” 

Vetter says. “They don’t have the foundation yet to leave.”  

 

Vetter also had new contact with family his last couple of years in foster care — an aunt 

and his biological father — that helped him heal emotionally as he was preparing to be on 

his own. “It’s both painful and joyous, reuniting with family,” he says. “But I totally 

support CPS trying to find relatives to help make those connections.” 
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As a young adult working for the rights of other children in the foster system, Vetter 

hopes to make even more changes in legislation and to amend the Foster Care Bill of 

Rights. “CPS is our parent,” Vetter says. “They need to take care of us the way a family 

— a good family — would.” 

 

Although there are similarities within cases, each child in foster care is an individual and 

needs treatment as such. Because the foster care system combines two government 

bureaucracies (federal and state), it has resulted in a one-size-fits-all set of procedures, 

designed to help everyone but sometimes helping no one.  

 

The redesign may allow for more creative approaches as agencies gain more leeway in 

how they serve each child and family. Most experts agree that this is what is needed.  “I 

think for my teen clients, we need everyone working together, thinking outside the box,” 

says Lori Duke. She wants the system to work within its parameters in the best interest of 

each child and family.  

 

Lisa Reed, of the Adoption Coalition, says non-profits like hers, which don’t get 

government funds, can work a little more freely.  “That may be a problem with some of 

the things we’re trying to do with them [the government] but that’s one of the advantages 

of being with us,” she says.  “We’re not under those same bureaucracies and are able to 

do some things more independently.“ 
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Unfortunately, creativity is not a panacea. Cases of child death in the news are 

sensationalized and simplified by the media in black and white terms that leaves the 

public ignorant about the actual causes of tragedy and clueless about the system. 

Headlines blast foster care and generate outrage: ‘A Family Nightmare: After Slaying, 

Information on Troubled Family Came Pouring Out’ ‘Records Released in Tucson Tot's 

Starvation Death’ ‘Parents 'Murdered Daughter, 2, Who Had Just Been Returned to Them 

From Foster Care' ‘Wife of ‘Monster Dad’ Jailed in Son’s Stabbing Death’ ‘Sold Baby 

Dying After Foster Care.’18 Any child’s death is tragic but in a media environment 

unaccustomed to nuance, outcry can shift to blame before all the facts are known.  This 

jump to blame is why Dr. Faulkner has a difficult time believing that the creativity, 

trumpeted by proponents of the redesign --though desperately needed, will ever actually 

be utilized in the system. 

 

                                                
18 Deborah Yetter.“ A	  Family Nightmare:	  After	  slaying,	  information	  on	  troubled	  family	  came	  pouring	  
out.”	  Louisville	  Courier-Journal. March 8, 2012.  
 
Veronica M. Cruz. “Records Released in Tucson Tot's Starvation Death.” Arizona Daily Star. March 6, 
2012.  
 
Rachel Quigley. “Parents Murdered Daughter, 2, Who Had Just Been Returned to Them From Foster 
Care.” Daily Mail Online. March 3, 2012.  
 
Carol Marbin Miller. “Wife of Monster Dad Jailed in Son’s Stabbing Death. Miami Herald. March 30, 
2012.  
 
“Sold Baby Dying After Foster Care.”  Gainesville Sun. March 6, 1986.  
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“I think it’s really important to take down a lot of that red tape. Will it ever really 

change? No,” she says. “Every time there is a child death somewhere the media 

deconstruct it and blame somebody. They blame the system, they blame the parents.” The 

blame game constrains social services, requiring even more paperwork  

“They have to have their ducks in a row to show they did everything they were supposed 

to do,” says Dr. Faulkner.  “But putting your ducks in a row takes time. And it’s not 

helpful if your child doesn’t get the attention they deserve.”  

 

Despite working in a system bogged down with bureaucracy, low-paid employees, and 

grim outcomes for children advocates like Lori Duke maintains the importance of holding 

on to hope for the kids and parents. “These kids are not throw away kids,” she says.  

“Even if you read about a child who has had a horrific experience and has juvenile 

involvement, they still need somebody to believe in them. They need encouragement and 

they need education. “ 

 

“Most of the parents are not evil people that are portrayed on TV or in the news,“ Duke 

says. “Even the people who abuse their children, though I’m not as comfortable saying 

that about sexual abuse, have been victims of that growing up. These parents generally 

have led a really, really tough life. We need more money and more compassion for these 

people.” 
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Every side of the system sees the cycle of poverty and abuse perpetuated under foster 

care as it currently exists.  There is an air of expectation, as people wait to see if the 

redesign and lawsuit can bring about major changes, to relieve the system or solve 

problems for kids. The redesign is currently in the bidding stages and will be rolled out in 

rural areas of Lubbock and urban Austin first. 
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Conclusion 

The adoption situation for Brian and Heaven is still unresolved but for now they have 

Kay and Jim to help guide them toward success.   

 

“Brian, he don't really say a whole lot about it other than he just says he don’t want to go 

nowhere, he wants to stay here,” says Jim Mayo, his foster father.  “We told him he can 

stay as long as he wants. We told Heaven the same thing. It’s more or less up to them. 

Kay and I have committed ourselves to them.”  

 

For Brian having foster parents he can trust has made a difference for him, even though 

he and his sister are yet to be officially adopted. His grades are much better and he has 

goals.  Brian wants to go to college to learn how to repair and build electronics. Heaven 

is bright and recites her math and fractions homework while she and Kay bake cupcakes. 

She watches her foster mom stir the batter with a whisk then tries it herself, copying 

Kay’s form exactly. “Like this, Mama?” Heaven asks, looking up at her.  “Very good!” 

Kay answers as Heaven beams.  
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While his foster mother and sister bake, Brian still hangs back in his room.  He seems 

uncertain when asked how he feels about being in a home that may adopt him. He 

stammers over a few false starts and then says, “It changed my life a lot. I went from 

being in a very bad situation to in a very good situation where I can have a family that I 

can trust and tell them everything that I needed to tell them.” He stops and then his voice 

lilts into a question mark. “It’s um, really good for parents to take in kids? “ He shrugs 

and looks up for approval.  “I don’t really understand that question,” he says. 
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